Neuralify’s Learning Platform provides a continuous, relevant learning experience rooted in real work. We can help you jump start, reinforce, or level up your RPA practice at any stage of your process. Test drive Module Zero to see how easy it can be.

**The Neuralify Difference**

**We meet you where you’re at**
Whether you are considering RPA, just getting your process under way, or have a robust RPA practice, we can help you.

**Built to be Resilient**
Resiliency means accounting for possibilities in RPA. Not only setting up future-focused processes, but accounting for how they might be derailed and building in ways to account for those possibilities from the start.

**Leverage Foundation to "Level Up" Your Processes**
Well-built processes at the foundational level will set you up for self-sufficiency, and your self-sufficiency is our success.

**Scalability Provides More Return for Your Investment.**
We can help you unlock the promise of this technology to reach its potential. By helping you solve your own problems and build quality processes, you can actually scale the impact of your work to deliver more throughout your business.

**Learning by Doing**
In our platform, you build knowledge through hands-on practice. We mix complementary aspects of expert driven and online education for enhanced retention, and for a highly adaptible, easy-to-access learning process. Individuals actively drive the experience on their own time, choosing what they learn, how deep to go, and when to engage.

**Library of Content**
You can access relevant, specific modules of content as you need them, and go back to them when you need to reinforce your knowledge. Our library grows as technology does, driven by insights gained from working in the field.

**Lab Environment**
Our labs are a hub for hands-on learning through actual RPA exercises that work. Participants level up from exercises learning and practicing basic skills, to solving more complex problems that require multiple skills, to creating full-fledged business processes with multiple solution paths.

**Expert Guides**
Our instructors are RPA experts. When they are not advising and collaborating in our forums, they are engaged in professional practice with customers, doing the work.

**Performance Data & Analytics**
Users receive performance data in real time. Our leaderboards create an opportunity to bring out the competitive side in you. A full suite of usage analytics gives leadership clear insight into the engagement of individuals and teams.

**Games & Contests**
Our custom built games encourage productive competition, and a chance to prove individual success. Lessons learned feed back into research that fuels our platform.

**Certified!**
Empowered by Experience
Our Success is Your Self-sufficiency
Neuralify Glide Path to Enablement